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Abstract
We prove that the classical Lambert theorem about the elapsed time on an arc
of Keplerian orbit extends without change to the Kepler problem on a space of
constant curvature. We prove that the Hooke problem has a property similar
to Lambert’s theorem, which also extends to the spaces of constant curvature.
1 Introduction
Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) is among the famous authors who im-
proved our understanding of Euclid’s fifth postulate. He wrote in 1766 the essay
Die Theorie der Parallellinien, which was published posthumously in 1786.
Lambert is also well known as the discoverer, in 1761, of a strange and useful
property of the Keplerian motion [1]. We will prove that this property is still
valid without the fifth postulate, i.e. for the Keplerian motion on a space of
constant curvature. This generalized Kepler problem was introduced in 1859 by
Paul Serret [1]. Since that time, it has drawn the attention of mathematicians
and physicists due to its numerous analogies with the usual Kepler problem
in the Euclidean space. This quest for analogies between the flat case and
the curved case was extended successfully to other systems of classical and
quantum mechanics. Clifford [1] introduced the free motion of a rigid body on
the sphere (see Borisov & Mamaev [1]). Killing [1] introduced and solved the
two fixed centre problem in the constant curvature spaces (see Borisov, Mamaev
& Bizyaev [1]). Schro¨dinger [1] found the spectrum of the hydrogen atom after
this warning:
It may appear foolish to pay attention to the extremely feeble curvature
of the Universe in dealing with the hydrogen atom, because even the
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influence of those much stronger fields of gravitation in which all our ob-
servations are actually made is (if the frame is properly chosen) entirely
negligible. But this problem, by obliterating the sharp cut between “el-
liptic and hyperbolic orbits” (the classical orbits here are all closed) and
by resolving the continuous spectrum into an intensely crowded line spec-
trum, has extremely interesting features, well worth investigating by a
method which proves hardly more complicated here than in the flat case.
As far as we know, Lambert’s property was never considered in this perspective.
In the usual Kepler problem, this property is known as Lambert’s theorem. We
will also consider the Hooke problem, i.e. the motion of a particle in the plane
attracted by a force vector proportional to the position vector. We will show
that this problem and its curved analogues have a similar property, which we
will define in a general context and call the Lambert-Hamilton property, thus
acknowledging an important remark due to Hamilton in 1834.
As a kind of explanation of these results, we will show the good compatibil-
ity of some classical transformations with the Lambert-Hamilton property. In
this work, we consider the projective transformations. Their striking proper-
ties appeared in a remark by Halphen [1] about the Kepler problem and the
Hooke problem in 1878. Appell [1] gave a general framework in 1890. We will
show that if Appell’s projection sends a natural mechanical system with the
Lambert-Hamilton property onto another natural mechanical system, then this
new system also has the Lambert-Hamilton property.
In a forthcoming work, we will consider the conformal transformations. The
transformation of the complex plane z 7→ z2 sends the Hooke problem onto the
Kepler problem, as discovered by Maclaurin [1] in 1742. It has been commonly
used as a regularizing transformation since Levi-Civita [1]. We will explain in
a general framework, proposed by Goursat [1] and Darboux [1] in 1889, why
this kind of transformation respects the Lambert-Hamilton property even bet-
ter than the projective transformations. In the present work, we do not relate
the Kepler problem and the Hooke problem, but rather prove by a short com-
putation that the Hooke problem possesses this property, and use the projective
transformations to pass to the curved cases.
1.a What is the Lambert-Hamilton property?
J.H. Lambert discovered and proved in 1761 the following strange property of
the Keplerian motion around a centre O. We denote by d(A,B) the distance
between two points A and B in the Euclidean plane.
Theorem 1.1 (Lambert). The time required to reach a point B from a point
A with a given total energy H, under the Newtonian attraction of a fixed centre
O, does not vary if we change continuously A and B while keeping the distances
d(A,B) and d(O,A) + d(O,B) constant.
Remark 1.2. We should insist that the above allowed changes of A and B do
not depend on the value of the energy H, since they are only subjected to the
two conditions that d(A,B) and d(O,A) + d(O,B) remain constant. They are
the same for any arc of orbit going from A to B. Such an arc changes while
A and B are changing. The change of arc is only subjected to two conditions:
2
A and B are its ends, and the energy H does not change. An example of a
continuous change of an arc is illustrated by Figure 1.
Figure 1. Four Keplerian arcs with same d(A,B), d(O,A) + d(O,B) and H.
Remark 1.3. A classical way to state Lambert’s theorem is: The time required
to reach a point B from a point A under the Newtonian attraction of a fixed
centre O only depends on the distances d(A,B) and d(O,A) + d(O,B) and on
the total energy H. However, fixing the latter three quantities determines several
disconnected components in the space of Keplerian arcs, on which this time is
not the same. This is why we state the theorem in terms of continuous changes.
See Albouy [3] for more information.
Notation. We denote by v = q˙ the velocity of a body q, and r = ‖q‖ its
distance to the origin O. The energy (or total energy) in a Keplerian motion is
H(q, q˙) = ‖q˙‖2/2− 1/r, and the Lagrangian is L(q, q˙) = ‖q˙‖2/2 + 1/r.
In 1834, Hamilton [1] discovered another property of the same changes of arc.
Two other quantities, called the action integrals, are also constant under the
hypothesis of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.4 (Hamilton). The Lagrangian action S and the Maupertuis
action w, respectively defined as the integrals
S =
∫ tB
tA
Ldt, w =
∫ tB
tA
‖q˙‖2dt, (1.1)
computed from a point A to a point B along a Keplerian arc around O with
a given total energy H, do not vary if we continuously change A and B while
keeping d(A,B) and d(O,A) + d(O,B) constant.
We will generalize the previous theorems to certain other systems, guided by an
observation on the classical variation formula, emphasized by Hamilton in the
same article [1] of 1834, and in its continuation [2] of 1835:
δS = 〈δB, vB〉 − 〈δA, vA〉 −H(δtB − δtA). (1.2)
This observation is the following: in the Kepler problem, the “infinitesimal
changes” δA and δB of the ends A and B, allowed by Lambert’s conditions in
his theorem, are such that for any arc going from A to B,
〈δA, vA〉 = 〈δB, vB〉, (1.3)
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vA and vB being the initial and final velocity vectors on the arc. Theorems 1.1
and 1.4 are easily deduced from this observation, as we will see.
Definition 1.5. A natural mechanical system (M, g, U) is given by a manifold
M, called the configuration space, together with a Riemannian bilinear form g
on M and a force function U : M → R (see Arnold et al. [1]). The kinetic
energy is T with 2T = 〈gq˙, q˙〉. Here the bracket 〈gq˙, q˙〉 is the duality pairing of
vectors and covectors, q˙ is the velocity vector, which is the time derivative of
the configuration q ∈M. The bilinear form g is seen as a symmetric linear map
which sends a vector v tangent to M at a point q to a covector gv at q. The
covector gq˙ is called the momentum. Indeed, it is traditionally called the linear
momentum in the case of a moving particle.
Remark 1.6. In most contexts one considers a unique Riemannian form g on
M and omits it in the notation. To omit it, one identifies the vector v with
the covector gv. The map g is then the identity. The duality pairing becomes
the inner product of vectors. Formulae (1.2) and (1.3) are written with this
convention. In the context of §3 there will be two Riemannian forms onM, and
we will not identify vectors and covectors.
In Theorems 1.1 and 1.4, the natural mechanical system is the Kepler problem,
the manifold is the Euclidean plane with the origin O removed, the metric g is
the Euclidean bilinear form, and the force function is U(q) = 1/r.
Definition 1.7. In a natural mechanical system, an arc is a part of any orbit
which corresponds to a compact interval of time. The ends of an arc are the
initial position A ∈ M and the final position B ∈ M, which we do not assume
to be distinct. The initial time tA ∈ R and the final time tB ∈ R should satisfy
tA < tB.
A natural mechanical system is a Lagrangian system with Lagrangian L = T+U .
The Lagrangian action S is stationary on any arc, compared with the paths with
the same ends A and B, same tA and same tB. The energy H = T−U is constant
along any orbit. A natural mechanical system is also a Hamiltonian system. The
covector p = gq˙ is the variable conjugated to the position q. The Hamiltonian
is H(p, q) = 〈p, g−1p〉/2−U(q) and the equations of motion are q˙ = ∂H/∂p and
p˙ = −∂H/∂q. Guided by equation (1.3), we propose a new definition.
Definition 1.8. A Lambert vector at (A,B) is a vector X tangent to M×M
such that for any arc from A to B,
〈gvA, ∂XA〉 = 〈gvB, ∂XB〉 (1.4)
where vA and vB are the initial and final velocities on the arc. A Lambert vector
field is a vector field on M×M made of Lambert vectors.
Notation. Here we replace the traditional symbol δ, used in (1.3) and widely
used in this context since Lagrange and Hamilton, by ∂X , which means differ-
entiation in the direction of X. We will consider both symbols as synonyms.
The vector X tangent to M×M may be thought of as the pair (∂XA, ∂XB).
We will denote by I an open interval of R.
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Definition 1.9. A Lambert path is a smooth path I →M×M, s 7→ (As,Bs)
such that for any s, the pair (dAs/ds,dBs/ds) forms a Lambert vector.
Paths in the space of arcs. Smooth changes of arcs are smooth paths I → A,
s 7→ Γs in the space of arcs A. Such a path induces a path I → M ×M,
s 7→ (As,Bs) in the space of pairs of ends. Setting ∆t = tB − tA, formula (1.2)
now reads
dS
ds
∣∣∣
H=h
= 〈dBs
ds
, gvBs〉 − 〈
dAs
ds
, gvAs〉 −
d(∆t)s
ds
h. (1.5)
Proposition 1.10. During a smooth change of arc, if the ends (As,Bs) follow
a Lambert path and if the elapsed time (∆t)s is constant, then the Lagrangian
action S is also constant.
Proof. As (dAs/ds,dBs/ds) is a Lambert vector, the first two terms in (1.5)
cancel each other out. As (∆t)s is constant, the last term also vanishes. Thus
dS/ds = 0.
Remark 1.11. Can the hypothesis of Proposition 1.10 be fulfilled? Given a
Lambert path s 7→ (As,Bs), given an arc at s = 0 ∈ I with ends (A0,B0), can
we find a path of arcs s 7→ Γs respecting both conditions, that the ends of Γs
are As and Bs, and that the elapsed time (∆t)s is constant? The answer is
yes, locally, if the mechanical system and the arc satisfy this non-degeneracy
condition: the flow of the mechanical system during the time (∆t)0 has a non-
zero Jacobian determinant at A0. Such condition is satisfied in most situations,
but is not satisfied in the important examples of a Keplerian arc corresponding
to a full period, i.e. with A = B, and of an arc of the Hooke problem such that
the midpoint of A and B is O.
Proposition 1.12. During a smooth change of arc, if the ends (As,Bs) follow
a Lambert path, if the non-degeneracy condition of remark 1.11 is satisfied at
each As and if the elapsed time (∆t)s is constant, then the energy H is also
constant.
Proof. An arc satisfying the non-degeneracy condition belongs to a family of
arcs with the same ends, parametrized by ∆t. Formula (1.5) applied to this
family gives dS/d(∆t) = −H. When (A,B) changes this family changes. If
(A,B) follows a Lambert path, S remains the same function of ∆t according to
Proposition 1.10. Consequently H = −dS/d(∆t) also remains the same function
of ∆t, i.e. is constant when (A,B) is changing.
Two variants of the previous two propositions are obtained from this variant of
(1.2), also given by Hamilton:
δw = 〈δB, vB〉 − 〈δA, vA〉+ ∆t · δH. (1.6)
Proposition 1.13. During a smooth change of arc, if the ends (As,Bs) follow
a Lambert path and if the energy H is constant, then the Maupertuis action w
is also constant.
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Proposition 1.14. During a smooth change of arc, if the ends (As,Bs) follow a
Lambert path, if the non-degeneracy condition of remark 1.11 is satisfied at each
As and if the energy H is constant, then the elapsed time ∆t is also constant.
The proofs are similar. The non-degeneracy condition does not imply that H
is a local parameter of the family of arcs with ends A and B, but we can still
argue with ∆t as the parameter of this family. We do not insist on these proofs
in the general framework, based on the non-degeneracy condition, since they
only apply to rather simple systems, for which the statements may easily be
improved. For example, Theorem 1.1 is Proposition 1.14 in the case of the
Kepler problem, but it also applies to the degenerate case A = B.
In the same example of the Kepler problem, here in the plane Oxy, we set
A = (xA, yA) and B = (xB, yB). Then (δA, δB) = (−yA, xA,−yB, xB) forms a
Lambert vector. To check this, it is enough to note that (1.3) expresses the
conservation of the angular momentum. The four propositions are trivial con-
sequences of the rotational invariance of the problem. For a natural mechanical
system, the situation is the same as in the particular case of the Kepler problem,
according to the following general proposition.
Proposition 1.15. Let (M, g, U) be a natural mechanical system, L denote
the Lie derivative and v = q˙ be the velocity vector. A vector field Z on M
satisfies 〈dU,Z〉 = 0 and LZg = 0 if and only if 〈gZ, v〉 is a first integral of the
system.
Proof. Let ρ = gZ, let ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection of g. Recall that for
any tangent vectors X, 〈∇Xρ,X〉 = 〈LZg,X ⊗X〉. Then
∂v〈gZ, v〉 = 〈∇vρ, v〉+ 〈ρ,∇vv〉 = 〈LZg, v ⊗ v〉+ 〈Z,dU〉. (1.7)
If 〈gZ, v〉 is a first integral, this is zero for all velocity vectors v. Then LZg is
zero and 〈Z,dU〉 = 0. The only if part also follows from this formula.
Definition 1.16. A natural symmetry of a natural mechanical system is a
group of isometries of the configuration space (M, g) which preserves the force
function U . A trivial Lambert vector at (A,B) is a pair of vectors (Z|A, Z|B),
where Z is a vector field on M generating a continuous natural symmetry. We
say that a natural mechanical system possesses the Lambert-Hamilton property
if it admits a non-trivial Lambert vector field.
The vector field Z in Definition 1.16 satisfies the conditions in Proposition 1.15.
In particular, Z is a Killing vector field of the Riemannian manifold (M, g). See
e.g. O’Neill [1]. In the rest of this paper, we will concentrate on the following
General question. Does a given natural mechanical system have the Lambert-
Hamilton property?
We will successively present six systems which positively answer the general
question: the Kepler problem and the Hooke problem, and their analogues
on a space of constant positive curvature and on a space of constant negative
curvature. The property also extends to the same systems with a repulsive
force instead of attractive. Further possibilities are obtained by considering
pseudo-Riemannian forms g.
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2 Flat configuration space
2.a Classical Lambert’s theorem
To rediscover the statement of Lambert’s theorem, we consider the Kepler prob-
lem in the plane Oxy, defined by the system of ordinary differential equations
x¨ = − x
r3
, y¨ = − y
r3
, where r =
√
x2 + y2, (2.1)
and address the above general question. We look for a Lambert vector at each
(A,B). Any Lambert path s 7→ (As,Bs) may be composed at each s with a
rotation around O, thus producing a new Lambert path. We choose a normal-
ization which eliminates the rotational symmetry of the system: we decide that
yA = yB for all (A,B) in the Lambert path.
1
To get the Lambert vectors, we need to determine the velocities (vA, vB) at
the ends (A,B) of an arc of orbit. Three classical conserved quantities, the
angular momentum C = xy˙ − yx˙, and both coordinates of the eccentricity
vector, α = x/r− y˙C, β = y/r+ x˙C, give expressions for these velocities. They
give:
CvA =
(
β − yA
rA
,−α+ xA
rA
)
, CvB =
(
β − yB
rB
,−α+ xB
rB
)
. (2.2)
Here we use the notation rA =
√
x2A + y
2
A, rB =
√
x2B + y
2
B. If C 6= 0, condition
(1.4) for a Lambert vector X reads
0 = −(yB
rB
− β)∂XxB + (xB
rB
− α)∂XyB + (yA
rA
− β)∂XxA − (xA
rA
− α)∂XyA.
Together with the normalization ∂XyA = ∂XyB this gives
0 = −(yB
rB
− β)∂XxB + (xB
rB
− xA
rA
)
∂XyA +
(yA
rA
− β)∂XxA. (2.3)
This should be true for any orbit passing through A and B. The easy identity
αx + βy = r − C2 is the equation of the orbit, which is a conic section with
focus at the origin O and directrix with equation αx + βy + C2 = 0. Of the
three parameters in the equation of the orbit, α, β, C, only β appears in (2.3).
Therefore, this equation is true for any orbit if it is true for any β, and it is true
for any β if:
0 = −yB
rB
∂XxB +
(xB
rB
− xA
rA
)
∂XyA +
yA
rA
∂XxA and 0 = ∂XxB−∂XxA. (2.4)
The second equation (2.4) implies that the segment AB is translated when
following the Lambert path. The first equation (2.4) becomes:
0 = −(yB
rB
− yA
rA
)
∂XxA +
(xB
rB
− xA
rA
)
∂XyA. (2.5)
1Indeed the reasoning and the computation remain valid under the weaker hypothesis that
yA − yB remains constant along the Lambert path, and that xA 6= xB. This is why we keep
the two symbols yA and yB during the computation, even if we assume yA = yB.
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Being a linear form in the two unknowns (∂XxA, ∂XyA), this equation possesses
solutions. Consequently, there exists a non-trivial Lambert vector field. We
choose an X by choosing a normalization:
∂XxA = ∂XxB =
xB
rB
− xA
rA
, ∂XyA = ∂XyB =
yB
rB
− yA
rA
. (2.6)
This expression defines a (∂XxA, ∂XyA) which is equivariant by rotation of
(A,B), and consequently valid even if yA 6= yB.
Proposition 2.1. The vector field X defined onM×M by system (2.6), where
M = R2 \ {O}, is a non-trivial Lambert vector field for the Kepler problem in
the plane R2 = Oxy.
The invariants. There remains to find an invariant for the vector field X
defined by (2.6). We compute
∂XrA =
1
rA
((xB
rB
− xA
rA
)
xA +
(yB
rB
− yA
rA
)
yA
)
=
xAxB + yAyB
rArB
− 1.
∂XrB =
1
rB
((xB
rB
− xA
rA
)
xB +
(yB
rB
− yA
rA
)
yB
)
= 1− xAxB + yAyB
rArB
.
Thus, rA + rB is invariant along the Lambert paths generated by the Lambert
vector field X. So, X is characterized by two conditions: the pair (A,B) is
translated and rA + rB remains constant. The general Lambert paths for the
Kepler problem are compositions of arbitrary rotations with the paths generated
by X. They are characterized by the invariance of d(A,B) and d(O,A)+d(O,B).
Proposition 1.14 together with this description of the Lambert paths is essen-
tially Theorem 1.1. We thus obtain, for the first time, Lambert’s theorem as
the answer to a general question, which appears to be easily solvable.
Proposition 1.14 has a non-degeneracy hypothesis which we can avoid as follows.
To guarantee that a given arc is not isolated among the arcs from A to B,
we observe that the family of orbits passing through A and B corresponds to
parameters (α, β, C) such that αxA + βyA + C
2 = rA and αxB + βyB + C
2 =
rB. The three parameters (α, β, C
2) are constrained by two affine conditions
only. This proves that the arc is not isolated. The same argument shows that
the particular case A = B is not an exception, although the non-degeneracy
condition is not satisfied. The case where A and B are distinct, but on a same
ray, is not an exception to Theorem 1.1 either. It should be considered as a
limit in the above reasonings, where we assumed C 6= 0. See Albouy [3] for a
discussion of rectilinear orbits and Lambert’s theorem, and the extension of the
Kepler problem after collision. The case O = A is not an exception either.
2.b The Hooke problem in the plane
The planar harmonic oscillator, which we call the Hooke problem, is defined in
the plane Oxy by the system of ordinary differential equations x¨ = −x, y¨ = −y.
We address the general question. As expected, the study is simpler than the
above study of the Kepler problem.
Let us normalize, using the rotations, with the condition yA = yB. The vari-
ables x and y are separated in the differential system, each having a periodic
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motion of period 2pi. Considering the variable y alone, we observe that for
any orbit passing through A and B, we have y˙A = −y˙B or y˙A = y˙B. In the
first case, ∂XA = (0, 1), ∂XB = (0,−1) define a Lambert vector X, since
〈∂XA, vA〉 = 〈∂XB, vB〉 for any such orbit. To make a Lambert vector field
defined everywhere, not only for yA = yB, we propose the following formulae,
which are equivariant by rotation of (A,B):
∂XA = (yA − yB, xB − xA), ∂XB = (yB − yA, xA − xB). (2.7)
In the second case, since (yA, y˙A) = (yB, y˙B), the interval of time must be a
multiple of the period 2pi. Consequently A = B. Formula (2.7) is still correct
in this case, since it gives zero, which is a Lambert vector.
Proposition 2.2. The vector field X defined onM×M by system (2.7), where
M = R2 = Oxy, is a non-trivial Lambert vector field for the Hooke problem.
The invariants. They may be presented in several ways. The following com-
putation will be useful in §3.e: rA∂XrA = −xAyB + xByA and rB∂XrB =
−xByA + xAyB, thus rA∂XrA + rB∂XrB = 0. This shows that r2A + r2B is
invariant along a Lambert path of the Hooke problem. Now consider the chord
‖AB‖.
∂X‖AB‖2 = 4(xA − xB)(yA − yB) + 4(yA − yB)(xB − xA) = 0. (2.8)
Now denote by A′ the opposite of point A, with coordinates (−xA,−yA). We
call ‖A′B‖ the antichord. We also have
∂X‖A′B‖2 = 0. (2.9)
Thus, we have proved:
Theorem 2.3. Consider the Hooke problem, i.e. the harmonic oscillator in a
Euclidean plane, with fixed centre at O. The time required to reach a point B
from a point A with a given total energy H does not vary if we continuously
change A and B in such a way that the distances d(A,B) and d(A′,B), where
A′ is such that O is the midpoint of (A,A′), remain constant.
Remark 2.4. If two arcs of the Hooke problem have the same elapsed time,
they are mapped one onto the other by some linear map. Consequently, an arc
changed by following a Lambert path with a constant energy is a linear transfor-
mation of the initial arc. A similar property exists in the Kepler problem. When
following a Lambert path with constant energy H, a Keplerian arc remains in
the same affine class (see Albouy [3]).
3 Non-zero constant curvature and Appell’s projection
3.a Appell’s central projection and Lambert’s theorem
In the above argument for the Kepler problem in the plane, we deduce the
existence of a Lambert vector before computing its expression. We express the
definition of a Lambert vector as a linear system (2.4) with two equations in
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four variables. This system is underdetermined in such a way that the rotation
cannot be the only solution and there should exist another Lambert vector. This
argument gives the following theorem as a development. The theorem gives in
turn further examples of systems with a Lambert-Hamilton property.
Theorem 3.1. If two systems with radial reaction correspond with each other
by Appell’s projection and if both are natural systems, then there is an invertible
linear map from the Lambert vectors at (A,B) to the Lambert vectors at the
image of (A,B). This map sends the trivial Lambert vectors onto the trivial
Lambert vectors.
Remark 3.2. Except in trivial cases, this linear map is not the push-forward by
Appell’s central projection and consequently the Lambert paths do not coincide
through this projection.
Description of Appell’s projection. The systems with radial reaction are
the systems which are projected one onto the other by Appell’s projection. In
the case of a zero reaction, they reduce to systems defined by a force field on
a flat space. Let us begin by explaining Appell’s projection in this case. In
a finite dimensional real vector space W we consider two hyperplanes which
do not pass through the origin Ω of W, a connected open set U in the first
hyperplane, and a connected open set V in the second. We assume that U
and V correspond with each other by central projection with centre Ω. More
precisely, the correspondence should be through half lines and not lines, i.e. each
ray emanating from Ω and passing through a point of U also passes through a
point of V, and the same is true if we exchange U and V. Suppose that a
dynamics on U is defined by a vector field φ, through the Newton equation
q¨ = φ|q. We call φ a force field. Then a corresponding dynamics on V is defined
by a force field ψ on V. The rules are (see Albouy [2]):
First rule. The moving point qU ∈ U is sent onto the moving point qV ∈ V
by central projection: there is a factor γ > 0 depending only on qU such that
qV = γqU .
Second rule. The velocity vector vV of qV is the push-forward of the velocity
vector vU of qU by the central projection, divided by γ2.
Third rule. The force vector ψ at qV is the push-forward of the force vector φ
at qU by the central projection, divided by γ4.
The open sets U and V are called screens, since a moving ray of light emanating
from Ω draws the orbits of the moving points qU and qV on each screen. The
time parameters on each screen do not coincide: the division by γ2 in the second
rule defines a change of time.
The screens U and V are flat, but Appell’s projection also admits curved screens,
which are hypersurfaces of the vector space W. Such a screen should always
intersect the rays from Ω transversally. When the screen is not flat, the law of
dynamics is specified by adding to the force field φ a vectorial reaction λq:
q¨ = φ|q + λq, (3.1)
In the context of Appell’s projection, this reaction is always directed radially:
the radial vector q is multiplied by a scalar λ which is uniquely determined in
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such a way that q remains on the curved screen all along the motion. This radial
reaction was introduced in Albouy [1].
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We consider a given natural system (M, g, U), where
the configuration space M is a screen, and project it by Appell’s projection
on another configuration space which is another screen. We assume that the
resulting system is a natural mechanical system: the force field defined by the
third rule is for some Riemannian metric the gradient of some force function.
We pull back this system by the projection, for an easier comparison of both
systems. We call the new natural system (M, gˆ, Uˆ). Here we assume that both
systems have the same domain M, which we can always obtain by restricting
to a common domain. Consider two points A and B in M. Let γA > 0 and
γB > 0 the factors defined by the first rule. For any arc from A to B starting
with velocity vA and arriving with velocity vB, there is a motion of the new sys-
tem on the same arc, with initial and final velocities (vˆA, vˆB) = (γ
−2
A vA, γ
−2
B vB),
according to the second rule. Now, in order to get the condition (1.4) for a
Lambert vector Y = (∂Y A, ∂Y B), namely, 〈∂Y A, gˆvˆA〉 = 〈∂Y B, gˆvˆB〉 from the
condition 〈∂XA, gvA〉 = 〈∂XB, gvB〉, it is enough to define the new Lambert
vector Y through the relations ∂Y A = γ
2
A gˆ
−1g ∂XA and ∂Y B = γ2B gˆ
−1g ∂XB.
This is the invertible linear map of the Theorem. To obtain the result about the
trivial Lambert vectors, consider a generator Z of a natural symmetry group of
(g, U). By Proposition 1.15, 〈Z, gv〉 is a first integral of System (g, U). Con-
sequently, 〈Z, gv〉 = 〈Zˆ, gˆvˆ〉, where Zˆ = γ2 gˆ−1g Z, is a first integral of System
(gˆ, Uˆ). By Proposition 1.15, Zˆ is a natural symmetry of (gˆ, Uˆ). Trivial Lambert
vectors (Z|A, Z|B) are mapped onto trivial Lambert vectors (Zˆ|A, Zˆ|B).
3.b Application of Appell’s central projection
The Kepler problems on constant curvature spaces, introduced by Paul Serret [1]
in 1859 and Wilhelm Killing [1] in 1885, are natural systems which, according
to Appell [2], are obtained from the usual Kepler problem by central projec-
tion. The same is true for the Hooke problems on constant curvature spaces
(see Albouy [2]). We will recall the precise constructions in the next sections.
Theorem 3.1 gives the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. The Kepler problem and the Hooke problem on constant
curvature surfaces admit non-trivial Lambert vector fields.
Remark 3.4. In Theorem 3.1 the domains of both systems correspond with
each other. But in the example of the spherical Kepler problem, Appell’s pro-
jection maps the usual Kepler problem onto just a hemisphere, the “upper”
hemisphere, centred at the fixed centre O. Proposition 3.3 would apply only to
the restriction of the spherical Kepler problem to the upper hemisphere, while
we claim it applies to the full spherical Kepler problem. There are indeed two
distinct objections, which are both easy to resolve.
The first is that the Lambert vectors are defined through the velocities (vA, vB)
of all the arcs going from A to B. Increasing the domain does create new arcs,
which in turn create new velocities. The definitions of Lambert vectors for both
domains do not coincide. In the spherical Kepler problem, if A and B are in the
upper hemisphere, some arcs from A to B do cross the equator. But such an arc
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of spherical ellipse has, up to a change of signs, the same velocities (vA, vB) as
the complementary arc, which is contained in the hemisphere. So the Lambert
vectors do correspond with each other in both systems, spherical and flat.
The second objection is that Theorem 3.1 defines the Lambert vectors fields
only on the upper hemisphere. But these fields are analytic, and the formula
for them produces an analytic extension to the lower hemisphere, satisfying the
required equations.
The spherical Hooke problem is singular on the equator, and defined only on the
upper hemisphere. Appell’s projection maps it completely onto the standard
Hooke problem.
3.c Kepler on the sphere
We consider a conservative central force problem in the plane Oxy, where the
force is directed toward a centre O. The force function U is a function of the
distance r. We embed the plane in a three-dimensional Euclidean space and
consider the unit sphere tangent to the plane at O. By calling Ω its centre, and
by projecting centrally toward Ω, according to Appell’s rule, the conservative
central force problem is transformed into a natural mechanical system on the
sphere. The new force function Uˆ is obtained by projecting U . In the Kepler
problem, U = 1/r, and, if θ is the angle from the pole O,
Uˆ =
1
tan θ
. (3.2)
The kinetic energy is changed. Let the old kinetic energy T be such that 2T =
x˙2 + y˙2. The new kinetic energy, expressed on the same plane with the same
variables x and y, is
Tˆ =
x˙2 + y˙2 + (xy˙ − yx˙)2
2(1 + x2 + y2)2
. (3.3)
The γ factor of the first rule is γ = (1 +x2 +y2)−1/2. The matrix g in the proof
of Theorem 3.1 is the identity, while
gˆ = γ4
(
1 + y2 −xy
−xy 1 + x2
)
. (3.4)
Then
gˆ−1 = γ−2
(
1 + x2 xy
xy 1 + y2
)
. (3.5)
We set
GA =
(
1 + x2A xAyA
xAyA 1 + y
2
A
)
, GB =
(
1 + x2B xByB
xByB 1 + y
2
B
)
. (3.6)
Since the factors γ2A and γ
2
B in the proof of Theorem 3.1 simplify the γ
−2 factor
in (3.5), the invertible linear map in this Theorem appears in matrix form as
∂Y A = (∂XA)GA, ∂Y B = (∂XB)GB, (3.7)
where, for the usual Kepler problem, X is defined by formula (2.6), which is
∂XA = ∂XB =
(xB
rB
− xA
rA
,
yB
rB
− yA
rA
)
.
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The matrix product (3.7) gives the Lambert vector Y from the previous Lambert
vector X of the planar case. We do not need to expand this product. We
compute the invariants of Y . We have
rA∂Y rA = xA∂Y xA + yA∂Y yA = (∂XA)GA
(
xA
yA
)
= (1 + r2A)(∂XA)
(
xA
yA
)
= (1 + r2A)rA∂XrA.
So
∂Y rA = (1 + r
2
A)∂XrA, ∂Y rB = (1 + r
2
B)∂XrB. (3.8)
We have seen in the planar case that ∂XrA + ∂XrB = 0. So
∂Y rA
1 + r2A
+
∂Y rB
1 + r2B
= 0. (3.9)
If we call Aˆ and Bˆ the central projections of A and B on the sphere, θA the
angle OAˆ and θB the angle OBˆ, then rA = tan θA and rB = tan θB. The
above relation becomes ∂Y θA + ∂Y θB = 0. Thus, θA + θB is an invariant for
Y . This suggests to ask if the angle AˆBˆ on the sphere, denoted by θAB, is
invariant. Since cos θAB = (1 + r
2
A)
−1/2(1 + r2B)
−1/2(1 + xAxB + yAyB), we
compute ∂Y (1 + r
2
A) = 2(1 + r
2
A)rA∂XrA, ∂Y (1 + r
2
B) = 2(1 + r
2
B)rB∂XrB and
∂Y (1 + xAxB + yAyB) = (∂XA)GA
(
xB
yB
)
+ (∂XB)GB
(
xA
yA
)
= (∂XA)
(
(1 + x2A)xB + xAyAyB + (1 + x
2
B)xA + xByByA
xAyAxB + (1 + y
2
A)yB + xByBxA + (1 + y
2
B)yA
)
(3.10)
= (∂XA)
(
(xA + xB)(1 + xAxB + yAyB)
(yA + yB)(1 + xAxB + yAyB)
)
= (1 + xAxB + yAyB)(rA∂XrA + rB∂XrB).
Then ∂Y (log cos θAB) = −rA∂XrA − rB∂XrB + (rA∂XrA + rB∂XrB) = 0. Thus,
θAB is also an invariant for Y .
What we have proved using the central projection may now be stated without
mention of this projection. We will use the notation A, B and H for what was
denoted in the above proof Aˆ, Bˆ and Hˆ = Tˆ − Uˆ .
Theorem 3.5. Consider the Kepler problem on a unit sphere: a particle moves
on the sphere under a force field which is the gradient of the force function
1/ tan θ, where θ is the angle (or geodesic distance) from a fixed centre O. The
time required to reach a point B from a point A with a given total energy H
does not vary if we continuously change A and B in such a way that the geodesic
distances d(A,B) and d(O,A) + d(O,B) remain constant.
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3.d Kepler in negative constant curvature
The model for the hyperbolic plane is a sheet of the two-sheeted unit hyperboloid
in Minkowski space, which is sometimes called the pseudosphere. Appell’s pro-
jection maps it onto a disk. The computations are the same with the usual
changes, such as rA = tanh θA and
Tˆ =
x˙2 + y˙2 − (xy˙ − yx˙)2
2(1− x2 − y2)2 . (3.11)
Theorem 3.6. Theorem 3.5 is still true if we replace the unit sphere by a unit
pseudosphere, i.e. by the hyperbolic space, and the force function 1/ tan θ by
1/ tanh s, where s is the geodesic distance from a fixed centre O.
3.e The Hooke problem on the sphere
This problem is the central projection on the unit sphere of the usual Hooke
problem. The force function of the latter problem, U = −r2/2, is conserved by
the projection, giving
Uˆ = −1
2
tan2 θ (3.12)
on the sphere, θ being the angle from the fixed centre O. The “equator” cor-
responding to the “pole” O is a singularity for Uˆ . We restrict our study to
a hemisphere. The kinetic energy is (3.3). We get the Lambert vector by
applying the relation (3.7) to the expressions (2.7). The invariance relation
rA∂XrA + rB∂XrB = 0 is modified as in the Keplerian case, giving
rA∂Y rA
1 + r2A
+
rB∂Y rB
1 + r2B
= 0, (3.13)
which in turn gives the invariant (1+r2A)(1+r
2
B). Another invariant, the inverse
of the square root of this one, is cos θA cos θB. As ∂XA = −∂XB, equation (3.10)
now has a minus sign:
∂Y (xAxB + yAyB) = (∂XA)
(
(1 + x2A)xB + xAyAyB − (1 + x2B)xA − xByByA
xAyAxB + (1 + y
2
A)yB − xByBxA − (1 + y2B)yA
)
= (yA − yB, xB − xA)
(
(xA − xB)(−1 + xAxB + yAyB)
(yA − yB)(−1 + xAxB + yAyB)
)
= 0.
Then xAxB + yAyB is an invariant. Using the formula
cos θAB =
1 + xAxB + yAyB√
1 + r2A
√
1 + r2B
(3.14)
as in the Keplerian case, and the above invariance of the denominator, we find
that again, θAB is an invariant. We remark that if A
′ is obtained from A by a
rotation by pi around the vertical axis, then
cos θA′B =
1− xAxB − yAyB√
1 + r2A
√
1 + r2B
(3.15)
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is also invariant. In other words, the antichord θA′B is invariant. Clearly, the
chord and the antichord form a basis of the invariants.
Theorem 3.7. Consider the Hooke problem on a hemisphere centred at the
fixed centre O. The time required to reach a point B from a point A with a
given total energy H does not vary if we continuously change A and B in such
a way that the geodesic distances d(A,B) and d(A′,B), where A′ is such that
O is the midpoint of AA′, remain constant.
3.f The Hooke problem on the pseudosphere
It is enough to apply the same changes as in the Keplerian case: 1+r2A becomes
1− r2A, which is cosh−2 θA.
Theorem 3.8. Theorem 3.7 is still true if we replace the unit hemisphere
by a unit pseudosphere, i.e. by the hyperbolic space, and the force function
−(tan2 θ)/2 by −(tanh2 s)/2, where s is the geodesic distance from a fixed centre
O.
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